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About us

Seeingo Lanka is a company specialized in customized trips and providing a better experience of the
country.

The Team at Seeingo Lanka lives with the vision of providing the best travel services to its customers. 
From customized tour plans to corporate trips, we hold expertise in providing the absolute best in travel. 
Seeingo Lanka has earned its reputation and credibility solely on the strength of the quality services 
provided by a team of dedicated professionals.

We are a committed Destination Management Company, based in Colombo; We offer a wide variety of 
services and unique activities ranging from standard round-trips to tailor-made group programs, individual 
tours, winter tours, and city breaks. Guided assistance in several languages and professional support 
through every step of the way are guaranteed.

We aim to be leaders not only by offering the best services at affordable prices, but also by offering 
tailor-made round-trips our competitors can't or won't offer and by always innovating.
We are extremely committed to our travel partners (clients) and we offer guided assistance and support 
every step of the way. During the tour-season, we stay more focussed on assisting our partners with the 
best of deals and services so that they stay hassle-free and work in the season with ease.

We join forces with our colleagues, our clients and our service providers in a collective pursuit for excellence.
We constantly explore the possibility of new exciting programs and off-beat destinations within Sri Lanka. 
Even if it seems impossible, the least we can do is try.

Travelling is our passion, as simple as that, and as the wise Confucius said: "Choose a job you love, and 
you will never have to work a day in your life."



Vision & Mission

There is a passion to create an experience to the connoisseur of perfect travel,
to always surprise and satisfy our guests with good hospitality and an in�exible

devotion to the perfection. It is about the values of Integrity and trust, honour & pride,
hard work and a gentle caring.

Our team has the courage, Con�dence and conviction to put our brand as a
“Complete Travel Solutions”. 

Visioning with the same spirit, We would continue that legacy with earning the trust of
millions, not only in pan India but also in global arena.



How we Execute the tour

From Ja�na to Matara , Colombo to Batticaloa, we plan and execute exciting tours from 
start to �nish. Our knowledge about “ancient and modern” will be hard to beat. We can 
arrange hotels, tour guides, coaches, transport, theatre, restaurants, and events. We can 
organize accommodation and trips throughout Sri Lanka.

We specialize in Sri Lanka and Indian subcontinent and extended tours and packages are 
available throughout these destinations. Whether it is a city break, sightseeing or business 
travel.

Our services revolve around �ve aspects: Easy transportation, comfortable accommoda-
tion in a Humongous range of Hotels & Villas, Delicious Local Delicacies, �exible tours and 
enjoyable shopping.



Our Services

01. HOLIDAY PACKAGES

02. HOTEL BOOKING

03. FLEET MANAGEMENT

Tailor-made Tour packages, Theme Based Packages
(Adventure, Wildlife, Honeymoon, Cultural, Spiritual etc.)

We provide you the best properties at Special Contracted Prices in every location based
on your preference, from 5-star resorts to comfortable budget Hotels/Resorts

To provide the best transportation service in the destinations we serve is our USP. 
Seeingo Lanka provides its guests a wide range of vehicles ranging from Hatchbacks, 
Sedans, MUV’s, SUV’s & bigger vehicles depending upon the size, location and/or preference
of the guests. Also, our drivers are the most experienced and trained to handle all sorts of
terrain so the tourists do not have to worry at all during their journey.

We Cater Meetings / Incentive / Conference / Corporate & Social Events

We offer a comprehensive destination management service tailored to your requirements
as we believe our bespoke, tailor-made service sets us apart. 

04. M.I.C.E

05. ACCESSIBLE TOURISM

Seeingo Lanka gives immense importance on providing elderly & tourists with disabilities a
comfortable travel environment. We ensure that the destinations and sites of tourist attraction
are accessible for persons with disabilities and elderly tourists. Since many places in Sri Lanka
are not wheelchair-friendly but we will try our best to make them accessible in maximum
location for elderly or tourists with disabilities.



Destinations

COLOMBO ELLA SIGIRIYA
Although it's unlikely it will reclaim its 19th-
century moniker 'the garden city of the 
East', Colombo has nevertheless emerged 
as a must-see stop in Sri Lanka. No longer 
just the sprawling city you have to endure 
on your way to the beaches, it has become 
a worthy destination in its own right and 
makes an excellent start – or finish – to 
your Sri Lankan adventures. 

Welcome to everyone’s favorite hill-country 
village, and the place to ease off the travel 
accelerator with a few leisurely days resting 
in your choice of some of the country’s best 
guesthouses. The views through Ella Gap 
are stunning, and on a clear night you can 
even spy the subtle glow of the Great 
Basses lighthouse on Sri Lanka’s south 
coast. Don’t be too laid-back though; 
definitely make time for easygoing walks 
through tea plantations to temples, water-
falls and viewpoints. After building up a 
hiking-inspired appetite, look forward to 
Sri Lanka’s best home-cooked food and 
a reviving cuppa. 

Rising dramatically from the central plains, 
the enigmatic rocky outcrop of Sigiriya is 
perhaps Sri Lanka's single most dramatic 
sight. Near-vertical walls soar to a flat-
topped summit that contains the ruins of 
an ancient civilisation, thought to be once 
the epicentre of the short-lived kingdom 
of Kassapa, and there are spellbinding 
vistas across mist-wrapped forests in the 
early morning. 



HIKKADUWA TRINCOMALEE
Trincomalee (Trinco) sits on one the world’s 
finest natural harbours. This historic city is 
old almost beyond reckoning: it’s possibly 
the site of historic Gokana in the Mahavamsa 
(Great Chronicle), and its Shiva temple the 
site of Trikuta Hill in the Hindu text Vayu 
Purana. Most people just pass through the 
city on their way to the nearby beaches of 
Uppuveli and Nilaveli, but the town has some 
charm, plenty of history and an interesting 
melange of people. 

GALLE
Galle is a jewel. A Unesco World Heritage 
Site, this historic city is a delight to explore 
on foot, an endlessly exotic old trading port 
blessed with imposing Dutch-colonial buildi-
ngs, ancient mosques and churches, grand 
mansions and museums. Wandering its ram-
bling lanes you'll pass stylish cafes, quirky 
boutiques and impeccably restored hotels 
owned by local and foreign artists, writers, 
photographers and designers.

Hikkaduwa is a seaside resort town in south-
western Sri Lanka. It’s known for its strong 
surf and beaches, including palm-dotted 
Hikkaduwa Beach, lined with restaurants and 
bars. The shallow waters opposite Hikkaduwa
Beach shelter the Hikkaduwa National Park,
which is a coral sanctuary and home to 
marine turtles and exotic fish. Inland, Gang-
arama Maha Vihara is a Buddhist temple 
decorated with hand-painted murals.



Hotels & Resorts

PREFERRED LEISURE HOTELS

Preferred Hotels



LUXURY PREFFERED HOTELS

Preferred Hotels



Guest
Relations

Seeingo Lanka Guest Relations team ensures quality monitoring and set standards which 
enable us to build up the positive attitude of service sta�, the  e�ectiveness and the ultimate 

satisfaction of all our guests by calling them individually to take feedback of post travel.
Further the team listens and exchanges the thoughts of the Operations & Back hand service

team and marks to rate their experience in terms of their ultimate satisfaction.



Water Activities
SNORKELING DEEP SEA FISHING SCUBA DIVING WAKEBOARDING



THINGS TO DO IN
SRI LANKA

SEEK BLESSINGS FROM

 SEETHA AMMAN TEMPLE

PINNAWALA ELEPHANT ORPHANAGE

PLAY WITH ELEPHANTS
KANDALAMA

HOT AIR BALLOONING TRINCOMALEE

CRUISE TRIP

ELLA  HOP ON A TRAIN

MIRISSA
SPOT WHALES & DOLPHINS



SEEINGO LANKA DMC'S COMMITMENT

1.     Providing Pan India network to the local travel partners, so that they can gain access to
        and interact with compatible professionals.

2.     Listening and understanding the needs and suggestions of our travel partners.

3.     Providing a total commitment to the service of customers of our travel partners, and quickly
        responding to the latest travel trends.

4.     Diversifying and Improving the inventory of travel-related products and services.

5      Providing feedback regularly, and keeping the partners updated about latest developments
        in the particular destination.

7.    Trying to foresee possible problems in the future, and reacting quickly as per the agency’s 
        requests

8.    Maintaining high ethics and integrity in order to provide the best possible services to our 
       Travel Partner's clients and products provided by SEEINGO LANKA DMC's are best in 
       quality and reasonable in price. Best price guarantee is also offered to the travel partners.

Privacy & policy compliance – Our promise to you We respect your employees and your company’s 
policies regarding unsolicited email and communications in the workplace and will never solicit business 
directly from your employees unless they expressly request notification of vacation specials.



Happy clients



CONTACT US!

Seeingolanka.com

+94 (11) 271 7677
+94 (72) 222 9215

Lanka@seeingo.com

Level 7, #41 Galle road,
Dehiwala, Sri lanka-10350

http://www.seeingolanka.com
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